Tonge Moor Primary School
Curriculum Year: 2018-19 Summer 1






Write poems about flowers
Describe our favourite flowers
Write from the view of a flower
Explain the life cycle of a plant

We will act in the role of travel agents to create our
own fact files and travel guides for Amazing
England, Amazing Scotland, Amazing Ireland and
Amazing Wales and research the characteristics
that make these places amazing.



Identify and name a variety of common wild
and garden plants, including deciduous and
evergreen trees
Identify and describe the basic structure of a
variety of common flowering plants,
including trees

PE/MUSIC







Develop movement skills, become more
confident
Developing a broad range of
opportunities to extend their agility,
balance and coordination, individually
and with others
They should be able to engage in
competitive and co-operative physical
activities
They will master skills such as running,
jumping, throwing and catching.
participate in team games, developing
simple tactics for attacking and
defending.







Number and place value
Addition and subtraction
Position and direction
Number and place value
Multiplication and division

Year 1

As scientists we will:


As mathematicians we will:

WOW FACTOR!

As writers we will:

AMAZING PLACES
AND SPACES
COMPUTING





As geographers we will:


Name, locate and identify characteristics of
the four countries and capital cities of the
United Kingdom and its surrounding seas.
 We might visit an amazing place in our
environment or close by.

PSHCE/BV/RE

The children will begin to understand
the function of the direction keys
They will use some of their previous
coding knowledge to create and debug
a set of instructions
Finally they will create mazes for their
class mates to try





We will read popluar Hindu
Stories: Rama and Sita, Krishna
and the Butterpot, Shiva,
Ganesha
Talk about tolerance

Achieve Inspire Motivate

As artist we will



Use drawing, painting to develop
and share their ideas, experiences
and imagination

